
                                                    

                                                                              Indemnity form
                  
     [works will not be accepted to be displayed in the Homeless Gallery without this form signed by the author of the work]

I, the undersigned ........................................................................................................................................

hereby accept all responsibility for any copyright, usage, model or property releases which may be required in respect of my 
works being accepted for display in the  Homeless Gallery.

I accept any legal consequence relating to the works submitted, and in consideration of my works being displayed in the 
Homeless Gallery I agree to indemnify the Homeless Gallery and it's agents against any claim, allegation or action arising 
from the acceptance and display of my works in the Homeless Gallery.

I understand that the Homeless Gallery takes all care, but no responsibility for loss or damage to my works submitted for 
display in the Homeless Gallery, and accept that insurance for such eventualities is solely my own concern.

I accept that the Homeless Gallery runs on the basis of participant co operation and that no participant in the Homeless 
Gallery is entitled to status higher or lower than any other participant, irrespective of reputation or qualification. Any 
disputation as to use of exhibition space, proximity to works of another participant’s works etc. etc. is expected to be 
resolved amicably between the disputing parties. I accept that, as a last resort, any unresolved disputes will be ultimately 
decide by the Homeless Gallery  lowerachy, and I will abide by their decision.

I accept that a condition of showing my works in the Homeless Gallery is that I am soleley responsible for the collection 
and removal of my works on the closing day of the HomelessGallery, and accept that if my works are not removed by myself 
or my agents at that time that there is absolutely no responsibility for their safekeeping offered by the Homeless Gallery or their 
agents

I agree to the use of any of my submitted works for the informative or promotional purposes of the Homeless Gallery 
without charge. I understand that any works used such will be credited to the author.

* Homeless Gallery refers to Homeless Gallery, Melbourne Fringe Festival, Collingwood Housing Estate Arts Committee 
and the Department of Human Services.

I have read and understood the above conditions and I agree that my work appears in the Homeless Gallery subject to
these conditions

signed..............................................................................................................

date.............................................

print  contact details

name.........................................................................................................................

address......................................................................................................................................................................................................

town.................................................................................................................postcode.............................. country................................

telephone.....................................................................................mobile..................................................................................................

please print clearly

homeless number 

office use only


